
PERSONAL AUTOMATED CHEMISTRY



 Traditional labs require many different devices 
and processes, all cumbersome and time-consuming to 
use and master. Microwaves, for example, are large, 
expensive, and slow down chemical processes due to 
transportation and availability issues. They have single-
channel capabilities and require waiting for tubes to 
cool down before handling. As a result, data can be 
affected as compounds wait while they are being 
transferred back and forth from fume hood to 
microwave.  

Chemistry Today 
	 Manual chemistry is often tedious and 

inefficient. Inconsistencies between labs, 

equipment, and individual scientists can lead to 
unreliable results.  

Challenges to Automating Chemistry 

‣ Process is typically complicated and time 
consuming 

‣ Large, automated chemistry systems are 
expensive and difficult to master 

‣ Automated systems require a full time 
expert on-site to utilize equipment 

‣ It is difficult to maintain safety during 
automated high-temperature and high-
pressure reactions 



 Imagine being able to perform complex 
chemical reactions without having to rely on 
multiple space-consuming lab devices. Our goal 
was to develop a personal automated chemistry 
device that consolidates an entire lab into one 
device and is compact, affordable, and easy to 
use. It was designed to be flexible and scalable, 
while providing standardized, consistent, and 
better chemistry results.  



Introducing 
the Indigo… 
your personal automated chemistry unit
‣ 8 parallel channels with independent 

control of heating, cooling, stirring, and 
reflux reactions 

‣ Easy programming of automated chemistry 
reactions 

‣ Reaction data information stored on 
accompanying software 

‣ Small enough to fit into a lab hood 

‣ Accommodates multiple commercially 
available vial sizes 

‣ Runs cap-less vials with auto-cleaning 
option 

‣ Shorter overall cycle time when heating and 
cooling compared to microwaves 



‣ An easy introduction to automation for 

any chemistry lab 

‣ Configurations and results can be saved 

for future experiments 

‣ 8 reflux-safe channels eliminates the 

need for multiple microwaves 

‣ Compact size saves valuable lab space 

‣ No more waiting for complicated 
automation suites and their operators 

‣ Ability to heat and cool each channel 
allows for lower cycle times 

‣ Eliminates barriers to automating more 
reactions 

‣ The Indigo incorporates numerous 
cutting edge safety features to make 

safe personal chemistry accessible  

‣ One system that provides consistent 
chemistry results from early research and 
development through sca led up 
production 

‣ No more losing control of samples 
between steps 

‣ Run up to 8 parallel reactions each with 
independent lane control for higher 
throughput and accessible comparison 
results 

‣ Interchangeable adapter sleeves give 
ultimate flexibility for lab-ware size and 
shape 

‣ Eliminates manual steps and lets the user 
walk away 

‣ Scalable use from manual mode at lab 
benches and hoods, to a mobile reaction 
cart, to a complete automated suite  

‣ Independent control of each channel 
allows for safe sampling

Indigo shown in enclosed cart configuration

The Indigo Advantage



Uniform, reproducible results in any configuration. 

Stand-alone unit

Fully automated load and    
unload version  

Enclosed Indigo 



Safety Features
• Automatic Safe-State: dual safety contacts.  The reactor will 

automatically put the system in a safe state when the external dual 
safety contacts open.  The reactor has internal monitoring of the 
contact state and will only return to its operational state when safe to 
do so and commanded through the API. 

• Safe Explosion Path: In the case of a vial breakage under pressure or 
vial explosion, a safe explosion path vents the hot or energetic vapors 
to an internal vented drain to safely dissipate the pressure and 
vapors. 

• Over-Pressure Monitoring and Venting: The reactor monitors internal 
vial pressure on all lanes and can respond to most over-pressure 
situations and safely vent the vial to prevent vial breakage.  Only in 
rapid explosion situations would the backup safety venting system 
engage. 

• Operator Safety Under Any Circumstances: The lid system is 
designed such that in a loss of power or an emergency stop 
condition, the lid will stay closed even in a runaway reaction condition 
where temperature and pressure of the reaction build automatically. 

• Additional Safety Features: Always touch-safe surfaces, anti-
condensation dry nitrogen purge, vial adapter/explosion jackets 

2-5 mL and 10-20 mL MRV Adapter Sleeve

Capable of handling multiple vial sizes with use of adapter 



Specifications 
‣ Each channel can independently shift from ambient 

temperature to -40°C or 150°C in less than 5 minutes 

‣ Adapters for Standard 2-5mL Straight-Wall MRV and 
5-10mL Large-Diameter MRV for standard, repeatable 
chemistry 

‣ Individual reflux control down to -40°C defrost cycle 

‣ Stir speed control 200-1500 rpm 

‣ Pressure containment: 

‣ Up to 30 bar 

‣ Down to 300 mbar 

‣ Pressure monitoring 

‣ Dimensions of standard reactor: 

‣ 31x50x50 cm (12x20x20 in) 

‣ Weight: 70 kg (154 lbs) 

	  

Capable of handling multiple vial sizes with use of adapter 

8 independent channels2-5mL and 10-20mL Microwave 

reaction vials, 2 of many vial  sizes



Options 
‣ Overhead stirring and grinding 

‣ Automated liquid handling and probing for sample 
extractions and reagent additions 

‣ In-process sampling and analysis during reactions 

‣ Automated vial loading and unloading  

‣ Automated lid cleaning to reduce consumables  

‣ Pressure containment capability for variable pressure 
applications 

‣ Number of channels is configurable:  down to four, up to 
twelve, or any design to best suit your needs  

‣ High pressure creation and control up to 200 Bar 

‣ Let us help you bring your chemistry dreams to life, 
additional customization available on request 

Cart Imbedded Indigo; 
shown with HMI, acetone 

cabinet, and robot 



‣ API structure for integration with other 
devices and smart labs 

‣ Easy for any chemist to use, no coding 
experience required 

‣ Web browser interface for access to data 
and results 

‣ Mobile device app for remote reactor 
monitoring and management  

‣ Standard or customized 
software options 

‣ Repeatable recipes and processes 

‣ Uniform, repeatable results at all 
integration levels  

‣ Easy to share data between colleagues, 
campuses, companies

Software



Drug discovery

Oil and gas

Beauty and cosmetics

Food and beverage

Markets Applications

‣ Analyze active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and the 

effect of degradation 

‣ Execute DoE protocols 

‣ Explore the effects of catalysts, reagents, and solvents 

‣ Catalyst screening 

‣ Hydrogenation, carbonization, carboxylation (possible 

with options) 

‣ Optimize yields through comparative chemistry 

‣ Generate chemistry stability data 

‣ Understand effective shelf life 

‣ Determine solubility data across a range of conditions 

Agri-Science
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